
Tasty

**About Tasty**

Tasty is a mobile cookbook for smartphones and tablets that provides users more than 2,000

recipes with step-by-step instructions.

With the Tasty App, you can now access all Tasty recipes anytime and anywhere. All in all, there

are more than 2,000 recipes available in the app, which convince with their simple step-by-step

instructions. You can personalize the app according to your eating habits and preferences: For

example, you can filter recipes by ingredients or preparation time, but also search specifically for

vegetarian, gluten-free or low carb recipes. You can save a recipe for later by giving it a like.

**Tasty - functions:**

- Wide range of recipes: In the Tasty App you have over 2,000 recipes available. The popular Tasty

recipes have become known mainly through Facebook. In the app you find all the recipes with

simple step-by-step instructions so that cooking is guaranteed to succeed. The short videos show

you every step and enable an uncomplicated preparation of the meal. 

- Find the right recipe: In order to find the right recipe in the large selection, you can filter the

recipes according to specific criteria. If you are a vegetarian, for example, the app will only show

you recipes without meat. You can not only filter the recipes by ingredients, difficulty level or time

required, but also search specifically for vegan, gluten-free or low-carb recipes.

- Save recipes: You can give a Like to recipes you want to cook yourself and save them for later. All

saved recipes are available in the category Tasty Likes.

- Suggestions for your next meal: If you do not know what to cook, you can easily ask the Tasty

App. This will then suggest different recipes for your next meal. The suggestions are e.g. based on

the time of day or the day of the week. On special holidays, the app also proposes dishes that best

suit the occasion and the holiday.

Conclusion: The Tasty app gives you access to all Tasty recipes. Since the recipes are presented

in short step-by-step videos in a simple and comprehensible way, cooking is guaranteed to

succeed. Filter the recipes according to specific criteria such as the amount of time spent, the

ingredients or the level of difficulty to quickly find the right dish.


